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RE D A CT ED FOR PUB L IC REL EAS E

Objectives

Audit Results

The Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector
Genera l (OIG) completed an audit of DOJ's efforts to
protect Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) facilities against
th reats posed by unmanned ai rcraft systems (UAS),
common ly referred to as drones. The objectives of this
audit were to : (1) determine the extent to which the
BOP can detect and track attempts to deliver
contraband to BOP facilit ies via drones, and (2) assess
the Department's current policies and efforts to protect
BOP facilities against security threats posed by drones.
The audit covers March 2015, when the first BOP facility
recorded a drone incident, through Ma rch 2020 .

The BOP has identified drones as one of the major
security th reats facing the federal prison system.
Drones may be used not only to deliver traditiona l
contraband to inmates, but also to surveil institutions,
faci litate escape attempts, or transport dangerous
weapons such as fi rea rms or explosives.

Results in Brief
We found that the BOP faces significant and growing
cha llenges to protect its facilities from drone threats.
Drones have been used to deliver contraband to
inmates, but cou ld also be used to surveil institutions,
facilitate escape attempts, or transport explosives. The
BOP's incident data shows that the number of reported
drone incidents increased by over 50 percent from 2018
to 2019 . While the BOP recorded 57 drone incidents in
2019, these figures likely underreport the full extent of
the cu rrent threat for a number of reasons. The BOP
has taken steps to address this threat by coordinating
with the Federa l Aviation Administration on flight
restrictions and DOJ to clarify authority to deploy drone
mitigation technology. However, the BOP is still
identifying technology solutions and developing policies
to deploy such measures. Continued coordination
between the BOP, DOJ, and outside agencies will be
necessary to effectively protect BOP facilities from
security threats posed by drones.

Recommendations
Ou r report conta ins seven recommendations to improve
the BOP's t racking of drone incidents and promote
efforts to protect its facilit ies against drone threats.
The BOP and DOJ agreed with these recommendations
and on April 13, 2020, the Attorney Genera l finalized
guidelines on how DOJ components will be authorized to
counter drone threats.

Improved Drone Incide nt Tracking is Needed - In
2018, the BOP began to forma lly t rack drone incidents
at its federal faci lities, and the data reflects a growth in
reported incidents from 23 in 2018 to 57 in 2019 .
However, we believe this number li kely underreports
the number of drone incidents due to cha llenges the
BOP faces in
t racking information about
such incidents. We found the BOP cou ld improve its
t racking by clarifying its reporting policy for federa l
faci lit ies, as well as taking steps to comprehensively
t rack drone incidents at its contract facilit ies. Improved
t racking will allow the BOP to better determine the
extent of the threat and identify areas of highest risk.
Improving Drone Response Guidance - Recent
flight restrictions and certain legal authorities gained
from 2018 to 2019 wil l help DOJ combat the drone
threat at BOP faci lit ies. However, delays in finalizing
DOJ-level gu idance on implementing authorit ies to
counter drones has hampered the BOP's abil ity to
propose and receive approval for deploying counter
drone measu res. Additionally, we found the BOP does
not have protocols or staff training rega rding how to
safely approach and secure downed drones.
Identifying and Obtaining Protective Solutions DOJ faces severa l cha llenges in its ongoing evaluation
of solutions suitable to secu re BOP faci lities from drone
threats. These include identifying appropriate
technologies, verifying that they deliver on promised
capabilit ies, and assessing the cost and benefits of
these purchases. Given the limited resources available
to the BOP and the rapid evolution of technology,
continued collaboration both within DOJ and among
other federal agencies will be essential to addressing
these cha llenges and protecting BOP facilities from
drone threats.
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AUDIT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE’S EFFORTS TO
PROTECT FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS FACILITIES AGAINST
THREATS POSED BY UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has identified unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS), commonly referred to as drones, as one of the major security
threats facing the federal prison system and BOP leadership has identified the use
of drones to drop contraband into prisons as an ongoing problem that continues to
evolve. 1 The Department of Justice (DOJ or Department) Office of the Inspector
General (OIG), in our most recent Top Management and Performance Challenges
report, listed the BOP’s ability to manage a safe, secure, and humane prison system
as one of the top challenges facing the Department and the BOP, and specifically
identified the smuggling of contraband into prisons using drones as contributing to
this challenge. 2
Drones have emerged as a relatively new tool to introduce types of
dangerous contraband, including cell phones, drugs, and tobacco products, that
have persisted as common security concerns to BOP facilities. In recent years,
federal, state, and local correctional facilities have encountered numerous attempts
to smuggle contraband into prisons via drones, which can carry significant amounts
of dangerous contraband. Indeed, BOP data on drone incidents, which the BOP
only began formally tracking at federal facilities in 2018 (and as we describe below
likely underreports the number of incidents), shows an increase from 23 drone
incidents in 2018 to 57 incidents in 2019, an over 50 percent increase in one year.
Moreover, OIG investigations reflect the potential seriousness of these drone
incidents. For example, in one OIG investigation, a drone (pictured in Figure 1
below) was recovered at a BOP facility with a package containing 20 cell phones, 23
vials of injectable drugs, dozens of syringes, and multiple packages of tobacco,
among other contraband items.

1 Kathleen Hawk Sawyer, Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons, before the Subcommittee on
Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of
Representatives, concerning “Oversight of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and Implementation of the
First Step Act of 2018” (October 17, 2019),
https://docs.house.gov/meetings/JU/JU08/20191017/110089/HHRG-116-JU08-Wstate-SawyerK20191017.pdf (accessed January 9, 2020).
2 U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG), Top Management
and Performance Challenges Facing the Department of Justice – 2019 (October 2019),
https://www.oversight.gov/sites/default/files/oig-reports/2019.pdf (accessed February 5, 2020), 1-2.
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Figure 1
Drone Recovered at BOP Facility

Source : BOP

Beyond t he introduction of common contraba nd items, BOP personnel have
expressed concerns about other threats posed by evolv ing d rone technology.
Drones cou ld be used to su rvei l BOP facilities, collecting information on the facility
layout and the movement of staff and inmates that cou ld be used to faci litate prison
incu rsions, t rack or harm BOP personnel, or initiate prisoner escapes. 3 BOP
personne l we spoke with also expressed t heir concern that drones cou ld deliver
even more dangerous contraband - such as handgu ns or other weapons- to inmate
accessible areas, and thus pose grave and immediate harm to staff and inmates.
Several DOJ officials cited the possibility of individuals using a drone offensively by
a rming it w ith fi rea rms or explosives and ta rgeting persons on t he g round. As
d rone t echnology evo lves, BOP officia ls told us t hat futu re devices may even have
payload capabilities that cou ld allow for t he lifting of an adult out of a prison . Given
t rends in both t he industry and observed incidents involving drones at prisons, the
t hreat posed by d rones to BOP facilities w ill likely increase as drone techno logy
conti nues to adva nce .
OIG Audit Approach
The objectives of our aud it were t o : ( 1) det ermine t he extent to which t he
BOP can detect and t rack at tempt s to deliver contraba nd to BOP facilities v ia
d rones, and (2) assess t he Department's current policies a nd efforts to protect BOP
facilities aga inst secu rity t hreats posed by d rones. The scope of our aud it covered

3 One state correctiona l syst em we spoke with r ecorded a swarm of 15 drones over 1 of its
facilit ies, which an official believed was an effort to identify the fa cility's tactical response to drone
incursions, as well as cause interference with the fa cility's security syst ems.
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the period of March 2015, when the BOP recorded its first drone incident at a
federal facility, through March 2020, the conclusion of our fieldwork.
To accomplish our objectives, we analyzed drone incident data available to
the BOP for both federally-owned and operated facilities, as well as privately
contracted prisons. We also reviewed available DOJ and BOP policies and
procedures that would be relevant to tracking and responding to drone incidents at
prisons. In addition, we interviewed officials throughout the BOP who are involved
in the BOP’s efforts to address security threats, including those posed by drones.
We spoke with BOP officials who worked in a wide variety of positions, including
officials in headquarters and regional office roles, wardens, special investigative
personnel, and correctional officers responsible for facility security. Because efforts
to protect federal prisons from drones have not been isolated to the BOP, we also
interviewed officials across the Department of Justice who have been involved in
DOJ-wide counter-drone efforts, including officials from the Office of the Deputy
Attorney General (ODAG), Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA), Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Office of Legal Policy (OLP), National Security
Division (NSD), and Office of Justice Programs’ National Institute of Justice (NIJ).
In addition, we spoke with officials from the Department of Transportation’s Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), which implements regulations governing use of the
national airspace.
We also conducted several site visits to the two BOP federal facilities that had
reported the most drone incidents in order to obtain an on-the-ground perspective
from facility personnel of the threat posed by drones. During one of these visits,
we attended a site survey of counter-drone detection technology. Additionally, to
ensure we captured non-federal law enforcement perspectives on drone
countermeasures, we spoke with officials from three large state correctional
systems.
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AUDIT RESULTS
The BOP has Improved how it Tracks Drone Incidents but Needs to Take
Further Action to Mitigate Evolving Drone Threats
Drones have emerged as a new security threat for the BOP, and the BOP has
made progress towards quantifying the extent of the threat posed to its facilities.
However, this audit identified a number of challenges pertaining to the BOP’s ability
to ascertain the full extent of this threat, due in part to the BOP’s ability to
and inconsistency in what the BOP defines as a reportable drone incident at
the facility level. Without
and consistent tracking of
drone incidents, the BOP will continue to lack a complete understanding of the
threat posed by drones to its facilities.

-

-

Available Drone Incident Data
The BOP reported its first facility drone incident in 2015 at a federal
correctional institution (FCI) in Victorville, California. Following OIG’s June 2016
Review of the BOP’s Contraband Interdiction Efforts, BOP officials determined they
needed to track incidents involving drones at their facilities. 4 While a handful of
drone incidents were reported via the BOP’s TruIntel incident report process prior to
2018, in January 2018, the BOP implemented a policy specifically requiring its 122
federal facilities to begin tracking drone sightings and recoveries via its existing
TruIntel incident report process. The BOP instructed staff to categorize drone
incursions in this database under existing incident type options (e.g., “Introduction
of Contraband”) and include the word “drone” in the synopsis portion of the report,
in order to facilitate a keyword search of incidents involving drones.
Based on our review of drone incident data the BOP provided from its
incident database, there were 83 reported incidents involving drones at facilities
owned and operated by the BOP between March 2015 and December 2019. As
shown in Figure 2, there was a marked increase in reported drone incidents at BOP
facilities following the BOP’s 2018 implementation of reporting requirements, with
23 reported incidents in 2018, compared with 3 incidents for the previous 3 years
combined. Even after the BOP implemented this new reporting requirement, the
reported incident figures still rose significantly, with 57 incidents reported through
the end of 2019.

U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG), Review of the
Federal Bureau of Prisons’ Contraband Interdiction Efforts, Evaluations and Inspections Report 16-05
(June 2016), https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2016/e1605.pdf (accessed December 5, 2019).
4
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Figure 2
Number of Reported Drone Incidents at BOP Federal Facilities,
March 2015-December 2019
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Note: The BOP's Trulntel incident data reported 85 total incidents involving
drones from March 2015 to December 2019; however, as 2 of these incidents
did not explicitly involve drone flights into the faci lity, we removed them for
the purposes of this ana lysis.
Sou rce: OIG analysis of BOP Trulntel data

Two BOP facilities re presented the largest share of recorded drone incidents
among BOP-owned and operated institut ions. As of December 2019, one facility
had reported 12 drone incidents and the second facility had reported 11 incidents
since 2015. Site visits and interviews with correctional staff revealed that certain
geographic features of these facilities make them particularly vulnerable to drone
incursions.
Our analysis also in cluded 14 prison faci lities operated by private contractors
between March 2015 and December 2019. 5 We reviewed t he reporting
requirements for the BOP's private contractors and requested drone incident
numbers from the BOP for these 14 contract faci lities. The BOP 's standard
Statement of Work for these contractors requires contract facilities to report all
criminal activity to t he BOP and the appropriate law enforcement agency. In
addition, this Statement of Work requ ires contractors to re port to t he BOP any
serious incident occurring at a contract facility, and a sen ior officia l from t he BOP's
Privatization Management Branch told us that a drone incident would qualify as a
serious incident. However, the BOP's contract facilities do not follow t he same
Trui ntel drone reporting process as BOP-owned and operated facilities. I nstead ,
5

Not all 14 contract facilities were active during this entire period. Between March 2015 and
December 2019, t he BOP ended contracts with two facilities, started a new contract with another
facility, and activated a previously inactive fa cility.
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the BOP requires contractors to report serious incidents immediately via telephone
to the BOP staff member serving as the Contracting Officer’s Representative, who in
turn notifies the Privatization Management Branch at BOP headquarters. Though
BOP contract facilities are also required to fill out a hard-copy Report of Incident
Form for all incident types listed on the form, the form does not specify drone
incidents. A senior BOP official explained that, historically, contract facilities have
verbally notified the Contracting Officer’s Representative of any incidents involving
drones.
We reviewed the available drone incident data provided by the BOP for its
contracted facilities and found that these facilities recorded 47 incidents involving
drones between March 2015 and December 2019. Similar to BOP-owned and
operated facilities, the contract facilities had an increase in reported drone incidents
from 2015 to 2019, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Number of Reported Drone Incidents at BOP Contract Facilities,
March 2015—December 2019
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Note: The BOP did not have data available for one facility with a contract that
ended in 2017 and reported it had limited data available for another facility
with a contract that ended in 2019.
Source: OIG analysis of contractor data collected by the BOP for the OIG

The number of recorded incidents varied significantly among the contract
facilities. One contract facility recorded 24 drone incidents since 2015, while the
rest of the BOP’s contract facilities each recorded between 1 and 4 drone incidents.
Although the BOP described the location and layout of this facility as typical for the
BOP’s contract facilities, the BOP did not posit an explanation for why this facility
had recorded the majority of the BOP’s contract facility drone incidents, or more
broadly, why the BOP’s contract facilities on average appeared to have recorded
more drone incidents than BOP-owned and operated facilities over the same
6

period—47 incidents at 14 contract facilities compared to 83 incidents at 122
federal institutions.
Limitations of Drone Incident Data
Although BOP data demonstrates a clear upward trend of drone incidents
since 2015, we identified several challenges affecting the BOP’s ability to track
these incidents that limits the data’s reliability. We also identified various factors
suggesting that the total number of drone incursions at BOP facilities is likely higher
than the data indicates.
As described in more detail in Table 1 below, we identified the following
challenges that limit the BOP’s ability to ascertain the actual number of drone
incursions and the extent of the threat such incursions pose to its facilities:
(1) limited ability to
, (2) potentially inconsistent reporting
by staff of detected incidents, (3) ambiguity in guidance on the threshold for
making a report, (4) limited availability of information in instances when a drone is
sighted but not recovered, and (5) tracking process flaws.

7

Table 1
Challenges for the BOP's Tracking of Drone Incidents

y

's

There are inconsistencies in the reporting threshold for incidents

Some facilities require _ _ _ _ , while others do not:
Officials estimated tha~
ances at a single BOP facility
were not reported as drone incidents. Conversely, BOP contract faci lit ies
recorded severa l such instances that were included as drone incident
reports to the BOP.

There is often limited descriptive information available for incidents

Methods for tracking incidents created the potential for inaccuracies
•
The BOP's method of trac king drone incidents using - - - resu lted in the inclusion of severa l incidents ~
"reiev'ant, and risked ~
t drone incidents because
they did not contain- - - -.
For contract facilities, the BOP does not regu larly maintain cumulative
reporting of drone incidents in any central location, so records have to
be pu lled from each contract facility.
Sou rce: OIG Ana lysis

Drone incident data is dependent on not only t he actual number of drone
incursions, but also other variables includ ing t he facility's ability to and t he level of engagement among staff in fo llowing reporting procedures.
A major limitation for the BOP is t hat its facilities
. Thus, drone incident dat
Further, while the BOP's policy states that staff should report all incidents
"involving the sighting, interdiction, or recovery of drones," we received d iffering
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accounts of whether staff must obtain visual confirmation of the drone itself to
merit a formal incident report. BOP officials described multiple scenarios that cou ld
indicate a drone incursion without
of the

Based on interviews with
BOP o icia s an
iscussions wit corrections pro essionals working for state
systems around the country, we bel ieve the actual number of drone incidents is
likely higher than the reported figures . This figure is likely continuing to increase
due to the growing awareness and availability of drone technology, attractive cost
benefit ratios of the price of a drone relative to the value of the payload inside a
prison, and enhanced BOP efforts to interdict the introduction of contraband via
other, more traditional methods.
With more consistent tracking of drone incidents, we believe the BOP could
better ascertain the extent of the threat posed to its facilities, as well as identify
potential trends that could help the BOP target its resources to the highest risk
areas. When the BOP is able to recover a drone, its forensic laboratory may be able
to obtain details to inform an investigatio

drone recoveries have been
BOP must leverage any information it is a
drone is detected but not recovered .

ce
the
na

With respect to the BOP's contracted facilities, we found that the BOP has
limited access to drone incident information for some of its contract facilities . For
example, the BOP reported that drone incident data was either limited or not
availab le for two facilities with contracts that ended during our scope. Further, a
BOP official told us that the BOP does not maintain cumulative records of drone
incidents that have occurred at its contract facilities . Thus, to obtain information
necessary to this audit the BOP had to request drone incident data from each
contractor, which had to be obtained from incident data maintained at each facility .
We found that the data provided did not consistently contain descriptive information
that the BOP could use to identify trends or risk areas.
We note that the BOP has taken some steps to improve its tracking of drone
incidents occurring at its facilities, such as adding drone-specific designations in its
database with options to select or under
incident type . According to B O ~ e s ~ t o include
the keyword " drone" in the incident report description, though it did not appear that
the BOP provides guidance on what other information specific to drone incidents
would be useful for facilities to include. The additional pre-populated options, which
the BOP added to its database in September 2019, should allow for more accurate
reporting of drone incident numbers for BOP-owned and operated facilities .
6 The BOP works with the FBI or other federa l or local law enforcement agencies to
investigate drone incidents.
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However, we recommend that the BOP further enhance it s reporting and t racking of
drone incidents by clarifying for its facilities what constitutes a drone incident and
what information its personne l should record .
Furthermore, as of February 2020, the BOP noted that it was updating its
incident report form for contract facilities to include options to select drone-specific
incident types, similar to the options added to the Trulntel incident reporting
process for federa l facilities . A senior BOP official also stated that, in December
2019, the BOP's Privatization Management Branch filled a previously vacant
intelligence ana lyst position, and that this individua l will be responsible for
collecting the contract facility incident report forms and monit o ring reported drone
incidents. We believe that these updates should improve the BOP 's abi lity to track
drone incidents at its contract facilities, and we recommend that the BOP collect,
track, and assess data on d rone incidents at its cont racted facilities, in order t o
better determine t he extent of drone threats to cont racted faci lities and identify any
trends relevant to management of its own federa l faci lities.
The BOP and DOJ Need to Continue to Refine Drone Response Guidance
and Evaluate Effective Drone Countermeasures
Over the past several years, the BOP has worked closely with DOJ officia ls
engaged on protecting faci lit ies against drone threats, thoug h there remain
challenges that the BOP faces in combatting this th reat. DOJ and the BOP have
made some advancements in deterring drone incu rsions, for examp le throug h
coordination with the Federal Aviation Adm inistration ( FAA) on ai rspace restrictions
over BOP facilities . However, the BOP's ability to implement other drone
countermeasu re
has been restricted by
actua l and percei
hich is part of t he reason
While recent legislation has clarified
DOJ aut horities to t ake action t o protect BOP faci lit ies, as of March 2020, neither
DOJ nor the BOP had finalized gu idance on how to implement these authorit ies,
which we believe necessary in order to make continued progress in combatting the
threat posed by drones. 7
DOJ first estab lished a DOJ Unmanned Aircraft Syst ems (UAS) Working
Group around 2015 to coordinate efforts related to both DOJ's affirmative use of
drones for law enforcement, as well as its use of countermeasures to mitigat e

7 Following receiving a draft of th is report, on April 13, 2020, the Attorney General finalized
and released Department Activities to Protect Certain Facilities or Assets from Unmanned Aircraft and
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (see https://www.justice.gov/ag/ page/ file/ 126840 1/ download, accessed
June 3, 2020) . This document outlines how the BOP and other DOJ components will seek approval to
deploy counter-drone technologies to protect certain faci lities or assets.
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threats posed by drones. 8 The DOJ UAS Working Group has evolved over time. As
of March 2020, the group was chaired by the Office of Legal Policy (OLP), under the
direction of the Deputy Attorney General, and composed of representatives from
more than a dozen DOJ components. Made up of a relatively small but active group
of DOJ personnel, DOJ’s working group members communicate regularly on the
issue of drones as they relate to DOJ operations. This group has focused its efforts
on examining the legal and practical considerations of DOJ components’ use of
drone-related technology, and has also undertaken several specific efforts to help
mitigate threats posed by drones. For example, the Counter-UAS Operational Test
and Evaluation Committee, led by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) under the
auspices of the DOJ UAS Working Group, is aggregating research to assist DOJ
components in identifying effective counter-drone technology. Additionally,
Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA) personnel are pursuing efforts to
promote the education and training of federal prosecutors regarding options to hold
accountable those who engage in the misuse of drones, which DOJ officials believe
will lead to an increase in the number of federal prosecutions for misuse of drones. 9
The UAS Working Group also advised Congress in developing legislation related to
clarifying DOJ authorities to counter drones.
We believe any further advancements in DOJ’s ability to protect BOP facilities
from drones will rely on continued communication and coordination between DOJ
components and other invested federal entities, such as the FAA and the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Yet, clear guidance and effective
coordination will only constitute part of any solution to the drone threat. The rapid
and continuing evolution of the technology, for both the capabilities of drones
themselves and countermeasures to inhibit them, will continue to present ongoing
challenges to DOJ as it tries to identify and obtain reliable solutions that are not
cost-prohibitive.
Evolving Legal Authorities
Under federal law, drones are considered aircraft. The FAA, which has
authority over operations of aircraft in the national airspace, promulgates rules for
use of drones. Using its authority under 14 C.F.R. §99.7, the FAA may restrict
airspace in the interest of national security at the request of a federal security or
intelligence agency. Over the past several years, BOP officials have coordinated
with the FAA to secure temporary flight restrictions (TFR) to prohibit drone flights
over its facilities. The BOP’s original goal was to obtain TFRs covering all of its
federal facilities. While the BOP initially reported experiencing delays in securing
This group grew out of prior OIG recommendations that ODAG convene a working group
that, among other activities, could identify and address drone policy concerns that are shared across
components or require coordination among components and other federal agencies. See DOJ OIG,
Interim Report on the Department of Justice’s Use and Support of Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Audit
Report 13-37 (September 2013), https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2013/a1337.pdf (accessed December
5, 2019), 17.
8

Recent federal prosecutions for misuse of drones have applied statutes related to failure to
register a drone and violation of a temporary flight restriction. DOJ officials stated that EOUSA’s
criminal enforcement efforts are important to deterring drone smuggling.
9
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requested flig ht restrictions, in July 2018 t he FAA approved flight restrictions up to
400 feet over 20 high-security BOP penitentiaries. The FAA approved t hese TFRs
on t he basis t hat BOP faci lities house ind ividuals who pose a t hreat to nat ional
security. Since t hen, t he BOP has continued to pu rsue expanding TFR coverage
across all of its facilities. In February 2019, the FAA approved flight rest rictions for
33 additional BOP facilities, includ ing high-rise jails, medical referra l centers, and
medium security facilities that adjoin high security facilities. The FAA granted a
BOP request for restricted airspace over an additional 55 BOP correctional facilities
in November 2019. Including one additional TFR t hat t he FAA had granted to
another agency, a tota l of 109 of the BOP's 122 federal facilities were covered by
TFR as of March 2020, and it is t he BOP's goal to eventually obtain FAA approval for
TFR coverage over all 122 facilities. Fig ure 4 shows the progression of TFR
coverage for the BOP's facilities.
Figure 4
Progression of Temporary Flight Restrictions Granted
by the FAA for BOP Federal Facilities
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Concurrent to efforts to obtain FAA flight rest rictions, DOJ and the BOP have
sought to clarify t he legal authorities to mitigate drones t hat pose a threat to DOJ
facilities. Prior to October 2018, severa l laws could be understood to pose potential
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obstacles to a DOJ component's ability to take action against malicious d rones. 10
For example, interference with a drone in flig ht, as with any aircraft, could im plicate
t he Aircraft Sabotage Act-potentially opening DOJ personnel up to crimina l or civil
liability. Thus, while DOJ components may have had some authority to counter
drones under certain circumstances, the BOP ultimately followed a more restrictive
legal interpretation of its authorities. A June 2017 BOP memora ndum addressed to
all wardens stated t hat

I n 2016, t he National Security Council directed t he OLP to lead an
interage ncy working group to identify the major lega l issues concerning the ability
of federal agencies to respond to t hreats posed by drones, and develop a legislative
solution t hat would better define counter-drone authorities for federa l agencies.
Following t he passage of legislation in 2017 that granted t he U.S. Depa rtment of
Defense authority to counter drones, t he working group focused its efforts on
drafting legislatio n to acquire similar authority for federal law enforcement
agencies. Several key members of the group, including t hose from t he Office of t he
Deputy Attorney General (ODAG), National Security Division (NSD), and t he BOP's
Office of Security Technology, cited the t hreat posed by drones introd ucing
dangerous contraband into BOP facilities as a tang ible r isk and an example as to
why DOJ needed drone mitigation authority.
The Preventing Emerging Threats Act of 2018 (the Act), 6 U.S.C. § 124n,
passed in October 2018, assists DOJ and OHS in preventing emerging t hreats posed
by drones. The legislation states t hat t he Attorney General may authorize
personne l to take such actions "necessary to mitigate a credible threat" as defined
by the Attorney General, in consultation with t he Secretary of Transportat ion, "that
an unmanned aircraft system or unmanned aircraft poses to the safety or security
of a covered facility or asset." 6 U.S.C. § 124n(a). The statute lists t he
countermeasures t he Attorney General may authorize with respect to unlawfu l
drones, which include:
•

detect, identify, monitor, and t rack unmanned aircraft without prior consent;

•

disrupt control of the unmanned aircraft, including by disabling, intercept ing,
or interfering with communications used to control t he aircraft;

•

seize the unmanned aircraft; and

•

use reasonable force, if necessary, to disable, damage, or destroy t he
unmanned aircraft. 6 U.S.C. § 124n( b)(1).

10 These include the Wi retap Act ( 18 U.S.C. Chapter 119), Pen -Trap Act ( 18 U.S.C. Chapter
206), Aircraft Sabotage Act (18 U.S.C. § 32), Computer Fraud and Abuse Act ( 18 U.S.C. § 1030),
Interference with the Operation of a Satellite ( 18 U.S.C. § 1367), and Aircraft Pi racy Act (49 U.S.C.
§ 46502), all of which are cited at the beginning of the Preventing Emerging Th reats Act of 20 18,
which is discussed in more detail below.
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Limitations of Recently Obtained Authorities
Wh ile the FAA TFRs carry civil or crim inal (misdemeanor) pena lt ies for drone
operators w ho v iolate the restrictio ns, some BOP officials noted that these penalt ies
are not strong enough to present an effective deterrent for individuals attempting
to smuggle contraband into facilities via drones. However, these restrictio ns can
potentially assist the BOP by limiting traffic from non-malicious drone operators
who shou ld be aware of the restrictions near BOP faci lities. Additionally, if a TFR is
already in place, it may be easier for a compo nent to obta in approva l for other
counter- drone measures.
The Act limits t he application of cou nter-drone measures for BOP faci lit ies in
several key ways . First, the text of the Act appears not to extend authorities to
non-DOJ personnel or faci lit ies, ra ising sig nificant questions about the scope of
authority for private contractors t hat own or operate facilit ies housing BOP inmates.
The Act defines "personnel" whom the Attorney General may authorize to take
drone countermeasures as limited to "officers and employees of[...] t he
Department of Justice." 6 U.S.C. § 124n(k)(6). Further, the "covered facilities or
assets" referenced in the statute are defined as includ ing Department m issions
pertaining to t he "protection of penal, detention, and correctional facilities and
operations conducted by the Federal Bureau of Prisons" and the "protection of the
bu ildings and grounds leased, owned, or operated by or for the Department of
Justice," provided they are located in t he United States and determined to be high
risk and a potentia l target through a risk-based assessment . 6 U.S.C. §
124n(k)(3)(C)(ii)(II) and (III) . These statutory provisions appear to raise
questions about whether faci lities that are not DOJ-owned, leased, or otherwise
adm inistered by DOJ employees (a nd not contractors) fa ll with in the statutory
definition of a covered facility or asset.
If contract facilities are not with in the definition of a "covered facility," t hen
t hey risk being in an "observe and report" posture that potentially limits their ability
to deploy certain counter- drone technology while adhering to the law, leaving them
unable to take more active measures to combat drones.

We recommen t at DOJ continue to exp ore, wit t e input o t e
BOP, solutions regarding how contract facilit ies ca n better address the security
vulnerabilities posed by drones. As part of th is ongoing effort, the BOP shou ld
consider making appropriate co ntractual amendments and DOJ shou ld research
potential legislative adjustments.
A seco nd way in which the Act limits t he application of counter-drone
measures is that the statute requires special authorizations before DOJ may deploy
drone interdiction technology. Under the statute, the Attorney Genera l must
undertake a "risk-based assessment" to determine if a facility or asset is high-risk
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and a potential target for unlawful drone activity. 6 U.S.C. § 124n(k)(3)(A). This
risk-based assessment must analyze several factors, including:
1. the potential impact of drone countermeasures on the national airspace
system (NAS);
2. options for mitigating any identified impact on the NAS from drone
countermeasures;
3. the ability to provide reasonable notice to aircraft operators;
4. the setting and character of the covered facility or asset; and
5. the potential consequences to national security, public safety, or law
enforcement if the threat posed by the drone is not mitigated. 6 U.S.C. §
124n(k)(8).
Thus, the statute requires DOJ to assess numerous factors to determine
whether its facilities—such as its federal prisons—are covered under the Act as
high-risk and a potential target for unlawful drone activity. 11
In addition, even if senior DOJ officials deem a specific BOP prison a “covered
facility or asset” under the Act, DOJ components must also obtain approval from
the Attorney General and coordinate with the FAA regarding the protective
measures proposed for deployment. DOJ components must specify and obtain
approval for the scope of operation, type of technology to be used, and nature of
the deployment in each instance. The required coordination and approval of
specific operational plans at this level of detail between two federal agencies,
though necessary to ensure the safety of the national airspace, is another hurdle
faced by DOJ in exercising its recently obtained authorities to prevent emerging
threats posed by drones. The BOP is actively cooperating, in concert with DOJ, with
the FAA through a joint working group to develop and use efficient processes to
provide this needed coordination.
Need for Clarification of Authorities and Procedures
While the Act formalized DOJ’s ability to protect BOP facilities from drones, as
of March 2020, DOJ had yet to establish final guidance for its components on how
to implement the authorities under the Act. The BOP had therefore not
implemented internal policies and procedures related to protecting its facilities from
threats posed by drones.
DOJ Guidance
ODAG and NSD officials told us throughout the course of the audit that they
were working on final Attorney General (AG) Guidance to serve as a roadmap for
components seeking approval to deploy protective measures at covered facilities or
assets, as authorized by the statute. However, as of March 2020, the AG Guidance
11 See the following section, Need for Clarification of Authorities and Procedures, for a
discussion of how the DOJ prepared its requests to invoke drone mitigation technology authorities,
which required an assessment of risk.
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remained in draft. As such, DOJ components including the BOP did not have
formal, standing guidance on the extent of their relevant authorities under the Act,
nor did they have clear instructions on the appropriate mechanism of approvals for
proposed protective measures.
Without this formal guidance or an established procedure, DOJ components
had to rely on ad hoc requests and provisional instructions. As of March 2020, we
identified only a handful of instances when DOJ pursued approval to deploy drone
mitigation technology. In the absence of finalized AG Guidance, the requesting DOJ
component in each case had to rely on interim guidance it developed in partnership
with NSD specifically for each circumstance. We believe the absence of official
guidance in this matter hindered the ability of DOJ components such as the BOP to
discern the parameters of their authority and identify instances where it would be
appropriate to request approval of drone counter-measures. Therefore, we
recommend that DOJ finalize guidance for its components on how to implement the
authorities under the Act. 12
Another unresolved issue related to the protection of prisons under the Act is
the process that DOJ components will use to obtain approval of requests for
countermeasures. Looking forward, one issue we believe such guidance will need
to address is whether the BOP will submit separate requests to obtain approval for
counter-drone measures at each of its 122 federal institutions, or whether it may
group such requests together. 13 FAA officials we spoke with suggested that DOJ
components may ultimately be able to group similar requests for approval together
if they involve the same technology and consistent features, such as the nature and
environment of deployment. With OLP assistance, the BOP anticipates refining the
form and content of countermeasure requests regarding its facilities and assets
over time and with experience.
We believe that the DOJ should seek opportunities to streamline the request
process to facilitate more efficient approvals for deployment of protective measures
at BOP facilities. Therefore, we recommend that DOJ continue to work with the
BOP on identifying opportunities to maximize the efficiency of BOP requests to
deploy protective measures at BOP facilities, while still meeting all purposes of the
AG Guidance and the requirements of the statute on which it is based. Such efforts
should involve communication from DOJ on how details in the request inform the
approval considerations, and how BOP requests that are similar in nature could be
grouped together or replicated in a way to streamline the approval process.
12 As previously stated, following DOJ’s receipt of a draft of this report for formal comment,
DOJ issued guidance on April 13, 2020 outlining the process by which components will seek approval
for use of counter-drone technologies to protect certain facilities or assets. We therefore issued this
report with this recommendation closed. See Appendix 3 for the status of report recommendations.

We reviewed a document package in which a DOJ component requested and received
approval to invoke drone mitigation technology authorities under the Act. This request received
numerous approvals, including from the component head, the Office of the Deputy Attorney General,
and the Attorney General. A DOJ official stated that other requests have followed a similar format,
though some approval authorities had been delegated to other officials since the time of the first
request.
13
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BOP Policy and Procedures
BOP officials to ld us that t hey were waiting for the fina l AG Guidance before
establishing any BOP policies or procedures specifically related to the deployment of
counter-dro ne measures because they did not want to proceed on a course of
action that might later be co ntrad icted by DOJ instructions. Once DOJ fi nalizes the
AG Guidance, BOP officials said they pla nne d to incorporate it into component- level
policies and procedures. Until then,

One area in wh ich the BOP has taken initiative w ithout relying on DOJ
guidance relates to facility searches-a functio n t hat does not implicate any of the
statutes DOJ officia ls originally believed cou ld pose obstacles to DOJ's ability to take
action against drones, or the more recent 2018 Act. We learned that the BOP
d irected al l federa l facilities to develop t heir own search procedures specific to the
event of a drone sig hting. I n respo nse to the significant threats posed by drones,
at least two facilities had already implemented specia l search procedures prior to
t he BOP-wide instructions on this top ic.

However, beyond t he guidance relating to searches, officials from the BOP's
Correctional Programs Division, Northeast Reg ional Office, and facilities we visited
confirmed t hat
When a drone is no
longer in fl ight and on the ground, DOJ officials we spoke w ith d id not interpret the
aforementioned legal questions to limit the BOP's handling of a drone recovery.
Several BOP officials at facilities we v isited echoed this view, tell ing us t hat for
recoveries of drones that have crashed or landed, t he institutions follow the BOP's
standard operating procedures for introduction of contraband and handling of
evidence. 14

I n our
iscussions wit outsi e agencies, FAA o 1cia s escri e
rone recovery safety
protoco ls at the Los Alamos National Laboratory that treated downed drones similar
to improvised explosive devices, and officials at a military base adjoin ing a BOP
facility suggested that ordnance disposal teams were best su ited to retrieve downed
14

18 U.S.C. § 1791 (Providing or possessing contraband in prison).
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d rones, which cou ld potentia lly carry explos ives or other weapons. However, we
d id not learn of any standard BOP protocol for these situations. We did learn of one
instance w hen a
t houg h we were to
t rained to do so.
The draft AG Guidance we reviewed during t he audit acknowledged the
safety concern posed to DOJ personnel recovering d rones and calls fo r DOJ
components to include in their policies instructions about how to approach downed
d rones safely. However, BOP officials reported that they were wa iting on fina l AG
Guidance before implementing BOP-specific policies and procedu res-includ ing
policies and procedures about how to recover and secu re downed drones safely. In
light of the fact t hat BOP staff already encou nter downed d ro nes that may pose a
risk to safety, and g iven the BOP's v iew that its sta ndard procedures for contraband
govern the handling of downed d ro nes, we believe the BOP should not wait to
promulgate guidance for its facilities about how to approach and secure downed
d rones. Therefore, to protect personnel responding to drone incidents, we
recommend that the BOP identify best practices and provide training for releva nt
staff on how to safely approach and secu re recovered drones.
Exploration and Evaluation of Appropriate and Effective Technology
While DOJ and t he BOP are in t he early stages of resea rching and evaluating
a multitude of techno log ies and solutions offering both affi rmative use and counter
d rone capabilities, we have identified four main challenges facing DOJ in its
evaluatio n of suitable technology solutions for protecting t he BOP. These are
identifying and verifying techno logy t hat delivers on promised capabilities,
balancing security priorit ies that compete for limited resources, assessing the cost
and benefits of these pu rchases, and making federa l procu rements that keep pace
with the rapid evolution of tech nology.
Many vendors of counter-d rone technolog ies offer unproven capa bilities or
results that may only be achievable in a controlled environment.

Nevert e ess, ot DOJ an BOP perso nne
respectively researching solutions and also gathering information from other
customers o n what solutions may be effective in protecting BOP facilities from
d rone th reats. The BOP's Office of Security Techno logy (OST), w hich is responsible
for using technology to add ress t hreats to the BOP's physical security, is the office
within t he BOP t hat is most directly engaged on the exploration and evaluatio n of
technology purported to detect and mitigate malicious d ro nes. OST officials have
attended demonstrations of counter-drone technolog ies from various vendors and
are assessing the capabilit ies of specific systems.
In fall 2019, OST submitted to t he Office of Management and Budget an
FY 2021 budget request for $10.25 m illion to procure "20 fixed detection and
m it igation systems (CUAS) to protect high-security installations," and "1 mobile
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(CUAS) system to use in 4-5 high-risk prison transfers." 15 As of February 2020, t he
President's FY 2021 budget request included $5.2 million to allow t he BOP to
purchase 10 fixed and 1 mobile detection and mitigation counter-drone systems
half of what the BOP originally requested. Accord ing to a senior OST official, the
BOP had availab le year-end funding t hat it would use for testing and evaluation of
new cou nter-drone techno logies. In December 2019, the BOP issued a Request for
Information for participation of counter-drone systems in a formal BOP test and
evaluatio n program, t he goal of wh ich is for OST to identify solutions or systems it
believes w ill be effective in combatting drones. While OST is currently focused on
procuring technology solutions for the BOP's highest priority facilit ies, an officia l from
the BOP's Privatization Management Branch stated t hat any contract faci lities t hat w ish
to deploy cou nter-drone technology may subm it a proposal to the BOP. However, t he
contractor would not only need to pay for the proposed solution, but also obtain BOP
concurrence on any deployment of technology at a contract facility-which may hinge
on the nature of t he proposed cou ntermeasures, given that t he Act contains specific
restrictions in this area that appear to limit the legal authority for contractors to deploy
drone m it igation tech nology.
Despite agreeing t hat drones pose a major security threat, BOP officials have
cautioned that the issue of drones has to be taken in context with the other security
t hreats t he BOP faces and the finite resources ava ilable to combat all of these
t hreats. For example, OST, which will ultimately be responsible for implementing
counter-drone technology, is staffed with a sma ll number of Full-time Equiva lent
(FTE) emp loyees. Similarly, the BOP's forensics lab, already responsible for running
forensics on confiscated cell phones, is staffed with a smal l number of FTE
employees who are also respo nsible for run ning forensics on recovered drones and
other electronic devices. The BOP reported t hat th is lab received for examination
over 3,000 devices in 2019 alon
The FY 2021 budget for t he BOP does not
fu nd any additio nal positions for counter-drone efforts in either OST or the forensics
lab. We are co ncerned that this may limit t he BOP's ability to promptly respond to
future drone threats.
Additio nally, the prices of even the most rud imentary countermeasures for
drones ca n easily become cost proh ibitive. For examp le, officia ls from two large
state correctiona l systems stated t hat cost has been the primary barrier to their
implementation of counter-drone measures, with one reporting that even non
technology optio ns such as netting over the prison yard cou ld cost millions of
dollars for o ne large prison. An official from a th ird state correctional system stated
t hat, while t hey had identified a reasonably priced and effective drone detection
system, due to funding limits they had procured only one mobile system that
officia ls transport among the state's priso n facilities.
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In its budget request, the BOP specifically stated that the request was responsive to this

OIG audit .
16 Previous OIG work has found that this group has strugg led to keep pace with the volume of
other, non-drone devices awaiting examination . DOJ OIG, Contraband Interdiction Efforts, 40.
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We note that we identified one BOP faci lity at t he forefront of efforts to
explore and implement counter-drone technology.

A private vendor of a technology designed
ion of both the drone and t he operator has conducted a site
survey
, which t he BOP attended.
officials expressed interest in
layering m itigation and detect ion technologies
which,
depending on the placement of the techno logy, could encompass t he
BOP
facility. This would make this prison t he first BOP facility to be covered by counter
drone technology. However, any use of counter-drone equipmentto t he benefit of the BOP wou ld still req uire necessarycoordination
to ensure lawfu l operations under t he relevant statutes governing federal counter
drone operations.
As DOJ and t he BOP continue to evaluate various counter-drone technolog ies
and solutions, we believe the newly-formed Counter-UAS Operational Test and
Evaluation Committee (COTEC), led by NIJ under the auspices of the DOJ UAS
Working Group, can play a helpful role. The COTEC was first convened in June 2019
and pla ns to help DOJ components navigate the hundreds of available counter
drone technologies and vendors by conducting research, aggregating information
on DOJ-wide acquisitions, and leveraging expertise from DOJ and other federa l
agencies. Though the COTEC wil l not directly test techno logy, officials explained
t hat t he group will lead information-sharing efforts across DOJ components. These
efforts are intended to maximize efficiencies when it comes to testing and
evaluating technology, by preventing duplicat ive testing and helping to avoid t he
procurement of ineffective techno logy. DOJ officials stated t hat, ideally, t his work
would lead to the use of systems that are interoperable across components.
However, officials cautioned that the benefits of t he COTEC can only be ach ieved if
components share with the group their particular use cases and the results of any
testing and evaluation efforts, so that the COTEC can help to identify appropriate
technology solutions.
We believe t hat information sharing between DOJ components and outs ide
agencies on counter-drone techno logies will be essential to t he BOP's ability to
effectively identify, evaluate, and implement technology solutions-especially
considering t he funding t he BOP has available to test, evaluate, and procure
technology options. DOJ officials involved in the COTEC recognize t hat counter
drone systems could quickly become obsolete as drone techno logy continues to
evolve. Therefore, DOJ components would benefit from the Department's expertise
and information-sharing on options that would best suit this evolving area while
adhering to federal procurement rules.
Additionally, we found that DOJ's counter-drone efforts are heavily
dependent upon a few key individuals in each component who have worked
together on t his issue for a number of years. Informatio n sharing wil l not only help
to ensure t hat components inform each other of pro m ising technology, but will also
help ensure that inst itutional knowledge of this issue is spread across individuals
and components. We recommend that the DOJ continue to support the COTEC, by
20

encouraging its components to share information with the group related to the
testing, evaluation, and procurement of counter-drone technology. This will benefit
the BOP as it pursues technology options to help protect its prison facilities from
threats posed by drones.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Drones pose a serious threat to the safety and security of the BOP’s
institutions, inmates, and staff. BOP staff cited concerns over use of drones to
introduce dangerous contraband into secure prison environments, as well as fears
that drones could be used to surveil institutions, facilitate escape attempts, or
enable attacks. The BOP’s drone incident data demonstrates that the threat posed
by drones to BOP facilities is increasing, though we found that the BOP can take
steps to improve its tracking of incidents in order to better ascertain the extent of
the threat.
While the BOP and the Department have made significant efforts to address
the threat posed by drones, we found that the BOP continues to face barriers to
protect its facilities. Although BOP and DOJ officials have worked closely on
clarifying the BOP’s legal authority to deploy counter-drone technology, the
Department’s finalization of guidance for components on implementing this
authority has experienced some delays. The BOP will also need to develop internal
policies and procedures in line with this guidance, including safety procedures for
staff handling of recovered drones. Until the Department and the BOP more
formally define how the request and approval process will work for implementing
drone countermeasures, the BOP will remain limited in how it can proceed with
steps to protect its facilities. In addition, the BOP’s ability to protect its facilities
from drone threats is constrained by resource and technological limitations: though
the BOP’s Office of Security Technology has worked to secure funding for testing,
evaluation, and procurement of counter-drone systems, the BOP still faces
challenges in identifying and verifying solutions that are reliable, cost-effective, and
able to keep pace with rapidly advancing drone technology. Until approval
processes are finalized and the BOP is able to identify effective solutions, the BOP
will continue to face challenges to address threats posed by drones.
Individuals from various DOJ components and across the federal government
have a range of expertise that is relevant to addressing the threat posed by drones
to DOJ facilities, including prisons. The sharing of counter-drone ideas and efforts—
both across the Department and among outside agencies—will be helpful as the
BOP attempts to identify, evaluate, and implement counter-drone solutions, given
the variety of stakeholders, complexity of the legal authorities, and intricacy of
technical considerations related to drones. The DOJ has taken preliminary steps to
engage in this cooperation, and we expect the future success of DOJ efforts to
protect BOP facilities from drones will require the Department’s continued
commitment to this type of sustained collaboration.
We recommend that the BOP:
1.

Further enhance its reporting and tracking of drone incidents by clarifying for
its facilities what constitutes a drone incident and what information its
personnel should record.
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2.

Collect, track, and assess data on drone incidents at its contracted facilities,
in order to better determine the extent of drone threats to contracted
facilities and identify any trends relevant to management of its own federal
facilities.

3.

Identify best practices and provide training for relevant staff on how to safely
approach and secure recovered drones.

We recommend that DOJ, through the Office of the Deputy Attorney General:
4.

Continue to explore, with the input of the BOP, solutions regarding how
contract facilities can better address the security vulnerabilities posed by
drones.

5.

Finalize guidance for its components on how to implement the authorities
under the Act. 17

6.

Continue to work with the BOP on identifying opportunities to maximize the
efficiency of BOP requests to deploy protective measures at BOP facilities,
while still meeting all purposes of the AG Guidance and the requirements of
the statute on which it is based.

7.

Continue to support the COTEC, by encouraging its components to share
information with the group related to the testing, evaluation, and
procurement of counter-drone technology.

17
DOJ issued guidance on April 13, 2020 outlining the process by which components will seek
approval for use of counter-drone technologies to protect certain facilities or assets. As discussed in
Appendix 3, we therefore issue this report with this recommendation closed.
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APPENDIX 1
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Objectives
The objectives of t he aud it were to : (1) determine t he extent to which the
BOP can detect and track attempts to deliver contraband to BOP facilities v ia
drones, and (2) assess t he Department's current policies and efforts to protect BOP
facilities aga inst security t hreats posed by drones.
Scope and Methodology
The scope of our audit covers the period of March 2015, w hen the BOP
recorded its first drone incident at a federa l facility, t hrough March 2020, t he
conclusion of our fieldwork. To achieve our audit objectives, we analyzed drone
incident data provided by the BOP for both its federally-owned and operated
faci lities as well as its contracted facilities from March 2015 t hroug h December 2019 .
We identified laws and regu lations releva nt to DOJ's authority to cou nter drones.
We reviewed component-leve l policies and procedures related to the BOP's
response to and tracking of drone incidents, and interviewed BOP officials involved
in these efforts. We also interviewed officials from the Office of the Deputy
Attorney General (ODAG), Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys ( EOUSA), Federal
Bureau of I nvestigation ( FBI), Office of Lega l Policy (OLP), National Security
Division (NSD), Office of Justice Programs' National Institute of Justice (NIJ) and
Federa l Aviation Administration (FAA) regard ing efforts to address threats posed by
drones to DOJ facilities.
In add it ion to our interviews, we conducted site v isits to two BOP federa l
facilities that had reported the most drone incidents
- in order to obta in an on-the-grou nd perspective
from faci lity personnel of t he threat posed by drones. During one of these visits,
we attended a site survey of counter-drone detection technology
Additiona lly, to ensure we captured non-federal law enforcement perspectives
on drone countermeasures, we spoke with officials from t hree large state
correctio nal systems.
Statement on Compliance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards

We conducted t his performance audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing sta ndards (GAGAS). Those standards require that we pla n
and perform the aud it to obta in sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our find ings and conclusions based on our aud it objectives.
We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our find ings
and conclus ions based on our audit objectives .
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Compliance with Laws and Regulations
Given our audit objectives and scope, we identified the laws and regulations
relevant to this audit. The Preventing Emerging Threats Act of 2018, 6 U.S.C. §
124n, governs DOJ’s authority to take protective measures to counter threats posed
by drones. We analyzed the language of this statute to determine what actions
DOJ is authorized to take to counter drones, the requirements DOJ must meet
before deploying protective measures, and the facilities to which protective
measures may be applied. Additionally, we identified the following laws and
regulations related to the BOP’s ability to protect its facilities from threats posed by
drones:
•

18 U.S.C. § 1791

•

14 C.F.R. § 99.7

Though we did not specifically test the BOP’s compliance with these laws and
regulations, nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the BOP
was not in compliance with the aforementioned laws and regulations.
Computer-Processed Data
During our audit, we obtained information from the BOP’s TruIntel system.
TruIntel is a database containing incident reports from BOP facilities, which we
queried for incidents involving drones. While we did not test the reliability of the
TruIntel system as a whole, we reviewed the drone incident data pulled from
TruIntel as part of this audit. We identified some limitations of the data, which we
outline in our report. We therefore supplemented our analysis of this data with
testimony from our interviews with BOP officials. We did not rely on this data to
support our audit findings or conclusions.
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("OIG Repo11'). Effoi1s to, protect Federal Bl!Jreau of Pnson fac-ilities from the tohreat posed bJ
unmanned aircraft s.y tems. ("'UAS" or 'drones") by imp.fomenting 1he :mthoriti offfle
Pre'l.>enting Emerging Tue.a Aot of2018 (''the Act"), codilled in :rel.ei.,ant part at ,6 US. _
§ 124n, nave been unden;;'ay since 2018_ J\s certain ofthe reoommendati.oos ftomthe OJiG
Report are direc,ted to, or otheni,ise wvolve, 1he Office of the Deputy Att<0mey Genera]
r oDAG") and v.ihereas the balance of the i,ecomnrendmi.ons are dil7ected at 1he Federal Bl!Jreau
of Pti,-rons (the "BOP '), thi.!l: response to OIG if; submitted jointily by ODAG and the BOP_ The
Department has organized fihis ooordi.nated i,esponse .i n thFee seotions_ fu.the futs•t sectio11, we
address the fu'ffl three reoommendauons, which are d.iJ7ected at 1he BOP~fue BOP agrees i..,rith all
three i,ecommendauons and, as explained w g e-ater demit below, has already taken ,teps to
implement some ohh-em or to othe.twise address rue lmde.d:-:riilg iu ue in the :reconl1llel!ldatioa fu
ilie second section, we address one recommendation to ODAG for 1,vhi.ch the iespansive actio!li..is.
now oomplete_ F:ina~y~in fihe third sootion, we address the remaining flhree :recommendatio11S ro
ODAG, v.ii.lih which we also agree, and explain.how ODAG has. and will oominue to i..vorlc i..,rifu
ilie BOP on the l!lllderlying issnes going fo1wa:rd.

L

Tiu<ee R erommendatious Dit<eded at EOP

The BOP agrees wi.ffl OIG's fust three :recommendati.o ns: 1) that the BOP £n:rther e:llllilllce .its
reporting and tracking of drone .incidents by clarifying f,or its facilities v.iha:t consiitente a drone
incident and i..vhat .i.monnation i pernoonel should i,ecord; 2) thatthe BOP co~ect, track, and
assess. data on <h'one .i ncidents at its oontracted facilities in orde!- to better detemiine the extent of
drone thre-at!J: to comm.ct facihbes and identify any trends relevant to mamgemeut of its owu
federal :fac:il!iti.es~and 3) that the BOP identi.f}• best practices and pror,,,i.de tramwg fu r i,eler,,Tant
staff on lmw to safely approach and seClW"e i,eco\ret·e d drones_
1he BOP has akeady taken concrete measures to address all 1mee reoomm-endati.o ns_ Witb
respect to the fu-~ :recommendation ~that the BOP darify what oonstimtes a drone incident and
1,vhat .iofonnmion pe.i·ronncl must reoord) on Ocrobe,r - , 2019 file BOP updated ds Report of
Incident form ("!BOP Fonn 583'1 to include the categories, ''Drone Sighting" and '7Drone
hcovered," as i,epartable .incidents_ The OIG Rfpart acknowl.edges this diange. See OJiG
Report at 9-10_ The @liidance p:rovided to federal oorreoboruil. instimtio11S wstructs that when a
UAS ( drone) is o:bsenred or i,eco,veted by a BOP iwtituticm, then a BOP Fomi 58~ nmst be
compfeted. BOP Form 583 requires .i.nfonnatiolli Sl!JCh as whei,e ffle drone was -ghted, i..vhethe.r
inmate or offl.e:r s-taff w ere involved whefuer force was use and a narrative of ffle incident_
Files may be attached to BOP Fomi 583 such as photograpbi ,or video of a sighted or teoovef'ed
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The BOP .autc01llllted reports s1'Etem colleds ilie re:po11s on drone incidents and can be
reviewed for I.Jiistoric.al data
\\ ith f'especl to the second recommendation.(that the BOP col!leot track, and ai,=s data on
drone incidents: at .its oontracted facilities to better determine rue ex.tent of drone fohreats to
contracted facilities and identify any trends reJe ·ant kl management of its o'iv-n federal facil!iti.es),
ilie OIG Report notes that the BOP is updating its incident report fotm for contract facilities,
simiia.1:- to updates t-0 re:porfcii1g for its. own fucilitieJJ:, to .include opt,ions to indu.de drone-specific
incidents .. See OIG Report at 10. fu addition to that measure rureadytaken, BOP s Privatization
Management Bmicb is worl::ing with other branches i.v:itohin ilie BOP to assess he tequwremeuts
and detem.l!ine iffue BOP 's 1fRUUNC system can be modified to allow for repo:rtwg of
incidents at p1ivate oontract facilitie . Fwtb.er, the Privatization Management Brandi is
emiancing the comracior s monful~, reporting of statisti.call oota kl in.dude drone sightings and
reomreries. This data will th.erl be disc,ussed dw:ing the montbl~, pe.rformance meeting with the
contractor to,determine 00\11-ses of a.ciion to detect and deter fimu-e drone incident,s. These
me.asures i.viU allow the BOP to better track UAS incidents: and develop oonsistent reportwg at
both federn and oontracted facilities,.
With f'especi to the twrd recommendatio11 (that the BOP .identify best practices and provide
training for relevant staff on how to, safely a)Jproacb an.d secure recovered drones), the BOP has
d!rafl:ed an agengr policy c.onceming ho,w to :safe.l.y approach and :secm:e recovered drones.based
on best practices,. Once the policy is approved and di.~eminated, training for rele-..-ant staff wil]
be developed and deployed.
II.

Co:mpleted Reeommeodaii.on Di1'ttted at ODA:G

Recommendation 5 is iliat the De:panm.ent <1[iji.nallize guidanoe for its components.on hov;,
to impl.emeut the aufuorities under the Ac.t." See OIG Report at 2 . On April 13, 2020 the
Attorney Geneml signed and issued the guidanoe ~l)epartment Acli.vdi.es to Protect Certain
Facilit:ie or Assets. from Uwrumned Aircraflt and Unmanned Aireraflt Systems" ("C-UAS
Guid:moej . Thl!JS, the Deparlm.eut asks that the OIG dose Recomm.endatcion 5.

ill.

Rem.ain:i.ug Tin·t'!e Ree>o1DJDend11ii.oos llit't'!cted a:t ODAG

Io fuis sec.ti.on, we pmvide t"esponses: to fu-e remaming reco!lllllendat:ions contained in ilie
OIG Re:port, al] of which are directed at ODAG. Recommendation 4 is that ODAG, wiili ilie
BOP, cont:w:ne to, e;.pl.ore :rotutions regarding ho,w comi:-act facil!ities c-.an better addrcess security
vl!li!nernbilities. posed by drones . OD:AG will support the BOP's actions. di.sCl!ISsed above .i n
response to Recomm.endal:ion 2, mm.elly by assisting foh-e BOP .in. assessing drone .incident data
collected as. a resul't of the update to the .incident t"eport form for contract faciii.ties: and any
additional data obrnrued from montoWy perf0:llllil1lce meetings with the contractor. Ftu-ther
ODAG wil!I. monitor tu-e determination ofv.ihefuer BO P's TRUUNC s:y-stem can be used at
private oon1lraot facilities. After obtaining additional data, ODAG c-.an assist BOP w devefopmg
co111·ses of act·011 to detect and deter futme drone incidents,. The OIG re:pot1 accru·ate]y describes
two, shortfalls in 6 , C § I24n conoemrng non-Depadment personnel or facilitieJJ:. See OIG
Report, pp B -14. The Attorney General has no authority mide.r the Act kl authorize non-
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per.;onnel to take drone 001111tenneamres and may not des ignate a facility or asset
a "covered fa.ci.l!i.ty m ~ at w:bi.ch G-UAS action;; may be taken l!W.dec the statute i.vhen tihat
facility or asset is not mv"'Ded., leas,ed., or ollb.eti.vi.se ad.ministered by fue Department. ODAG v;,i}:i.
contimle to e~iore these t.vo .issues in llie Department's. semi--anu&11 briefings to and
notifications with the appropriate oo:ng:ressi.onal committees required by ,6
C § 124n (g).
Ammiinglly ODAG agrees ,vith this recommendation and believes d shoUild be dosed.
Recommeudation 6 is that ODAG " j[c ]ominue to woo:: with the BOP on identifying
oppommiti.es to maxii:mze the efficiency of BOP requests to deployproteotive measu:res at BOP
fucii.:ities, wbii.e still. meetmg all. pwpose._s: of the AG Guidance and the reqmremems: of llie st.mite
on lldlichit is bared." The C-UAS Guidance tasks the Departnieut's Office o f Legal Policy
(' OIP ) , " in comuiltati.on with the Department' s I AS [Working Group] and any appropriate
subgroups to the extent appropriate arui hetpfol," i.\rith llb.e responsibility oq[c] oocdmating,
prioritizing, and de--condlicting component 1,eql!JeSfu to designate covel'ed facii.it -e or assie,t;; or to
autho1ize protect.i1..- e measmes, and making reoommeudations concerning such J"eqwes .>' See C
UAS Gm.dance at 10,• Under the direction o fODAG, OLP clw:rs the Depai.1ment's UAS
\Vmbng Grol!lp, w:bi.ch win assist the BOP in m . ~ g their 1,equests and fuUy cooro:inate
depfoyme.nt ofprotecfa.,e measures at BOP facii.itie: with llie Fede,m i. Aviation Adminimat,ion.
Accmdinglly ODAG agrees ,\rith this recommendation and believes d shoUild be dosed.
f inally, Reoommendation is to "[c]onfurue to S1!1JJP011 lhe OOTEC, by encouraging .i.ts
compon.enre to share .i mormation with the group refated to 11he testing, evaluation, and
procurement o.f comite,r-drone technotogy.." See OIG Re:porl at TL Tue OIG has smnnwized
the Dep:utmeut's. intent for the Comite1·- UA.S Operational. Test and E valuation Coo:unittee
("COTEC'} In March 2020, ODAG appmi., ed mo new co-chau--s to lead the COIEC, inclrniwg
the -UAS Section Ohief for 11he Dm~ Enforcement Admmist:ration arui the Ohri.ef, Office of
Seonrity Tedmotogy at the BOP, who senres as. the C-UAS program lead_ Th1"0ugh selection
and approval. of these two new co-chau--s to i.ead the COIEC, ODAG has ensmed lliat the
compon.enre coordinate an.d share iofonnatcion with one another on all testing, eval,aatcion, and
procurement ofC-UAS technology. Addition.all~•, the C-UAS Guidance charges OLP v;,ith the
tasks of "[fJ acilitatwg and coorornatwg p!"ocnrement and traiwng;." and «[i] dentifying
recommended teahnofogies and equipment for use by authorized Department oomponents_ See
C-UAS Guidance a t ] 0 . Accmdi.ngl~•, ODAG ag,r;ees with 11his reoommendation and b ellieves -t
al.so should be dosed.
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APPENDIX 3
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the Department of Justice’s
(DOJ or Department) Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) and Office of the Deputy
Attorney General (ODAG). We incorporated the BOP and ODAG’s joint response in
Appendix 2 of this final report. In response to our audit report, the BOP and ODAG
concurred with our recommendations and discussed the actions they will implement
in response to our findings. As a result, the status of the audit report is resolved.
The following provides the OIG analysis of the response and summary of the
actions necessary to close the report.
Recommendations for the BOP:
1.

Further enhance its reporting and tracking of drone incidents by
clarifying for its facilities what constitutes a drone incident and what
information its personnel should record.
Resolved. The BOP agreed with our recommendation. The BOP stated in its
response that the BOP, as noted in our report, updated its Report of Incident
form to include categories for tracking drone sightings and recoveries.
Additionally, the BOP stated that guidance provided to BOP facilities instructs
the facilities to record instances when a drone is observed or recovered, and
that the BOP’s Report of Incident form requires facilities to record certain
information.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the BOP
has provided additional guidance to its facilities that: (1) clarifies the BOP’s
policy to record all drone sightings and recoveries in a Form 583 Report of
Incident, and (2) explains what information, specific to drone incidents,
would be useful for facilities to record when documenting a drone sighting or
recovery. We believe that additional clarification in these two areas is
necessary to ensure that all pertinent information related to drone incidents
at BOP facilities is recorded and provided to BOP headquarters, in order to
assist the BOP in better identifying the extent of the threat.

2.

Collect, track, and assess data on drone incidents at its contracted
facilities, in order to better determine the extent of drone threats to
contracted facilities and identify any trends relevant to management
of its own federal facilities.
Resolved. The BOP agreed with our recommendation. The BOP stated in its
response that the BOP is updating its incident report form for contract
facilities to include categories to track drone-specific incidents. Additionally,
the BOP stated that its Privatization Management Branch is assessing
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whether drone incidents at contract facilities could be reported through the
BOP’s incident tracking database. The BOP also stated that the Privatization
Management Branch is enhancing contract facilities’ monthly reporting of
statistical data, to include drone sightings and recoveries, which will be
assessed during performance meetings to determine courses of action to
detect and deter future drone incidents.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the BOP:
(1) has updated its incident report form for contract facilities to include
categories for tracking incidents involving drones, and (2) is regularly
collecting and assessing drone incident data from its contract facilities.
3.

Identify best practices and provide training for relevant staff on how
to safely approach and secure recovered drones.
Resolved. The BOP agreed with our recommendation. The BOP stated in its
response that it has drafted an agency policy on how to safely approach and
secure downed drones based on best practices, which will be disseminated to
staff once approved. The BOP further stated it would develop and deploy
training for relevant staff.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the BOP:
(1) has approved and disseminated a policy to staff on how to safely
approach and secure downed drones, and (2) has provided training on this
policy to relevant staff.

Recommendations for DOJ, through ODAG:
4.

Continue to explore, with the input of the BOP, solutions regarding
how contract facilities can better address the security vulnerabilities
posed by drones.
Resolved. ODAG agreed with our recommendation. ODAG stated in its
response that it will assist the BOP in assessing drone incident data for
contract facilities, as well as monitor the determination of whether the BOP’s
incident tracking database can be used by contract facilities. After obtaining
additional data, ODAG stated it can assist the BOP in developing courses of
action to detect and deter future drone incidents. Further, ODAG
acknowledged the shortfalls of the Preventing Emerging Threats Act
concerning non-Department personnel or facilities. ODAG stated it will
continue to explore these limitations in the Department’s semi-annual
briefings to appropriate congressional committees. ODAG requested closure
of this recommendation.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the BOP
has worked with DOJ to assess contract facility drone incident data and
determined whether contract facilities can use the BOP’s incident tracking
database.
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5.

Finalize guidance for its components on how to implement the
authorities under the Act.
Closed. ODAG agreed with our recommendation. In its response, ODAG
stated that the Department issued guidance entitled “Department Activities
to Protect Certain Facilities or Assets from Unmanned Aircraft and Unmanned
Aircraft Systems” on April 13, 2020. ODAG requested closure of this
recommendation.
The OIG reviewed the Department’s guidance issued April 13, 2020, which
outlines the process by which components will seek approval for use of
counter-drone technologies to protect certain facilities or assets. This
recommendation is closed.

6.

Continue to work with the BOP on identifying opportunities to
maximize the efficiency of BOP requests to deploy protective
measures at BOP facilities, while still meeting all purposes of the AG
Guidance and the requirements of the statute on which it is based.
Resolved. ODAG agreed with our recommendation. ODAG stated in its
response that the finalized Attorney General Guidance tasks the Office of
Legal Policy (OLP), in consultation with the DOJ Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) Working Group, with coordinating, prioritizing, and deconflicting
component requests to deploy protective measures. ODAG further stated
that OLP will assist the BOP in maximizing its requests to deploy protective
measures and coordinating with the Federal Aviation Administration. ODAG
requested closure of this recommendation.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the BOP
has coordinated with the OLP, in consultation with the DOJ UAS Working
Group, to prioritize and deconflict requests to deploy protective measures at
its facilities.

7.

Continue to support the COTEC, by encouraging its components to
share information with the group related to the testing, evaluation,
and procurement of counter-drone technology.
Closed. ODAG agreed with our recommendation. ODAG stated in its
response that, in March 2020, it approved new leadership for the CounterUAS Operational Test and Evaluation Committee (COTEC), to include
counter-drone subject matter experts from the BOP and the Drug
Enforcement Administration. ODAG stated that this leadership, along with
continued facilitation by the OLP, will ensure that DOJ components coordinate
and share information on testing, evaluation, and procurement of counterdrone technology. ODAG requested closure of this recommendation.
Based on the Department’s stated efforts to support the COTEC and
encourage information-sharing between DOJ components, this
recommendation is closed.
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